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Like stated above this story contains massive lemon. So if you don#t like this kind of stuff you
shouldn't read any furthe.
You're still here? Good. Then I'll tell you some more things. The story may seem bit strange. That's
because there was a part of the story missing when I put the pieces of our rp together. We rewrote
the part, but then I discovered, that I still had the missing part on my comp. To make a long story
short I have mixed both parts and tried to put them in an order that makes sense.
Hadashi's parts may be a bit hard to understand, but that's because he is using a translator. But I still
hope you like the story.
Inuyasha was taking a walk in the forest. He had another argument with Kagome and she slammed
him into the ground, again. "Damn, Kagome" Inuyasha sulked. Suddenly he smelled something "
Kohaku?" He muttered.
Kohaku also returned him of the forest where it went passively during a few hours to forget the
memories of the past. But, its clothes were dirty, because it had fallen stupidly into a ch. Yes, it is
me", known as it of an evasive air.
(I am slow because I pass by a site of translation on line, sorry)
I see,
" Are you alright? You look all dirty." Inuyasha said with concern.
"Yeee..yeah yeah, I still fell into a hole. Look at my clothes and sandals are full of mud ". He says by
looking at his clothing.
" Maybe you should take a bath then? The hot springs are close nearby." Inuyasha suggested.
"why not, but my feet are full of mud, I would not like to dirty a so pure water" said it while
reddening
" I can clean your feet if you want. " Inuyasha said.
"Let us see Inu Yasha, I would not dare to let to you clean me the feet", says it with embarrassment
"Why not?" Inuyasha asked, confused.
Kohaku think about a few seconds. "Ok, but I clean you too your feet. Because they are a little dirty "
"Deal" Inuyasha said, sitting down and leaning his back against a tree.
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"yeah, a deal", says it while sitting down in the position of lotus, from the feet of Inu Yasha
I nuyasha handed him a tissue Kagome gave him earlier. He wiggled his toes nervously, having scond
thoughts about it.
"softly, I am very ticklish". The face of Kohaku started to contract itself.
" I'll be careful." Inuyasha promised. Please put your feet onto my lap . This way it's easier for me to
clean them." Inuyashed smiled at Kohaku.
Kohaku delicately posed its foot on its lap. It timidly looks at the soiled feet of Inu Yasha.
" Inuyasha looked Kohaku's feet over. They were quite dirty, the mud was already dry. " I'll need
water to clean the." Inuyasha explained. . Kohaku withdrew his feet and Inuyasha rushed to the next
river, eager to begin his task.
When he returned Kohaku put his feet back in Inuyasha's lap. Inuyasha held the tissue into the
bucket with water and started cleaning Kohaku's feet gently. The cold water made Kohaku shudder.
"brrrrr thank you, you grumbles often but you is nice". It taken the left foot of Inu yasha and holded
it close to its face. Inu Yasha withdrew its surprised foot.

"W-what are you doing?" Inuyasha asked in surprise.
Kohaku had dreamed for several months to lick the feet hooked of Inu Yasha, as it was dirty was the
occasion to do it. But to reassure Inu Yasha, he says "I felt a strange odor, I wanted to check if they
were your feet"
Inuyasha blinked in surprise. He took a wiff at Kohaku's feet , too, licking the smell. " Your feet smell
good." he told Kohaku, blushing.
(wiff ?)
(smell)
Always blushing, Kohaku says "Your feet smell rank, and I must acknowledge that I appreciate. I
would not be you to say why, but I like much. Can I?"
" What do you want to do?" Inuyasha asked nervously. He was very ticklish himself and wanted to
keep this a secret.
"please, I would tell you the site of a fragment of pearl in exchange" says it with a sudden passion
Inuyasha's eyes lit up when he heard that. " Okay." he said , still cleaning Kohaku's feet. Kohaku's
soles were clean now , so Inuyasha started working on the toes .
"AHAHAHAHAAAAAAAHAHAHA" Kohaku screams with laughter when Inu Yasha started to clean its
toes. "softly, I have say to you, please".
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" Sorry", Inuyasha apologized, stopping. When Kohaku had calmed down again Inuyasha cleaned his
toes softly. " You are very ticklish. Do you like getting tickled, Kohaku?" Inuyasha asked.

Kohaku did not want to acknowledge that he liked to be to tickle. It was unaware of the question of
Inu Yasha, and seized its foot, and started to smell some under its toes, and started to lick it at the
same time. Odor to get a pleasure to him which could not hide.
Inuyasha wiggled his toes, giggling. No one had licked his feet before, it tickled but felt nice at the
same time. Inuyasha was done cleaning Kohaku's feet. "He has cute toes. And his feet look really soft,
I wonder what they feel like." Inuyasha thought. " Can I feel your feet?" Inuyasha asked, looking away.
Kohaku profited that Inu Yasha agitates its toes to pass its tongue between the toes. "Of course, you
can", says it with a smile. It positioned correctly in front of InuYasha and tightened its foot. "do your
stuff! ". Kohaku seizes the other foot and started to smell it.
Inuyasha gentlly felt Kohaku's feet. For a boy that was barefoot most of the time his feet were
surprisingly soft. Inuyasha liked the feel of Kohaku's feet. Inuyasha laughed, Kohaku's tounge licking
between his toes really tickled. ( Gey , watch it." Inuyasha said, tickling Kohaku's soles playfully.
Kohaku forgot its past since it had started to have fun with Inu Yasha. At the beginning, it was felt
reluctant by the nails pointed of Inu Yasha, but it appreciated its sole of its foot. Its feet started to
become wet and after all, the odor was always present.
" You still haven't answered my question." Inuyasha said, reffering to if Kohaku liked getting tickled. "
Maybe I have to tickle it out of you." Inuyasha was in a playful mood. He held Kohaku's toes back
with one hand and raced the claws of his other hand over Kohaku's small soles.

Kohaku groans a small cry of pleasure. “I acknowledge that I like much when you tickle me with your
claws”. Kohaku seizes again the foot of Inu Yasha and placed it on its chest. “Let us play!”
Inuyasha nodded, . He let go of his toes and started playing with them. He played this little piggy with
Kohaku's toes, smiling at the reaction he got from Kohaku. Then Inuyasha began tickling all around
and between Kohaku's wiggling toes, making him laugh more. Inuyasha's doggyears moved back and
forth exitedly Kohaku's cute laughter being music to him.
" AAAAAAH AHAHAHAHA AAAAHHH! GO OOON! yeeeaahahahahahahaa!" Kohaku is twisted in all the
directions. It laughs with the tears. "Stoooooop", but Inu Yasha did not listen to it, it continued...
Suddenly, Kohaku posed its foot on the low belly of Inu Yasha.
Inuyasha stopped in surprise. " Is something wrong?" He asked, feeling sorry for not topping when
Kohaku had told him to.

Kohaku smiles to Inuyasha. “No, you did not do anything of wrong ”. It taken the foot of Inu Yasha
and it put 3 toes in its mouth but its foot was always on the low belly. Inside its mouth, it passed its
tongue between the toes very quickly, then it withdrew the foot to suck the big toes. While the foot
of Kohaku started to slip of the low belly, and low…
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Inuyasha blushed when he felt Kohaku caress his private parts. H e took Kohaku's other foot and
licked from the heel up to the toes. His tounge was rough like a dog's, making Kohaku laugh in
ticklishness,
Inuyasha started licking all over and in between Kohaku's toes , making him laugh louder. Inuyasha
also used his claws to tickle his soles, while licking and sucking on his toes at the same time.
(Your turn)
At this point in time a noise was made hear in a tree. Timorous Kohaku, started and pushed abruptly
Inu Yasha behind. It was a bird. Kohaku was put at four legs on Inu Yasha. With its feet, Kohaku
blocked the arms of inu yasha and started to tickle the feet of this last with its teeth for thenibble..
Inuyasha burst out laughing .." Kohaku stop. hahaha. That tickles hahaha." Inuyasha squirmed on the
ground, unable to do a thing to stop Kohaku from tickling his feet. His ticklish feet were his greatest
weakness.
Hadashi? Are you still there?
Ha Da Shi dit :
Kohaku do not stop, and had a malicious pleasure to tickle it. It felt the pleasure of his playmate of
increasing. Inu yasha and Kohaku perspired more and more.
Inuyasha managed to take hold of one of Kohaku's ankles and brought his foot to his mouth. He
started sucking on his toes, his free hand scraping it's claws over Kohaku's sole. Inuyasha
concentrated on the arch , where Kohaku was very ticklish. He was laughing hard, but enjoyed the
tickling, being aroused by getting his feet tickled.
After this hour of play, Inu Yasha falls asleep peacefully, leaving Kohaku on its body. Kohaku
continued to feel the feet to him, this strange odor did not weary it. It comptemplait these feet white,
these feet perfect. It ends up removing the top of the clothing of Inu Yasha to admire its beardless
chest.
Inuyasha stirred in his sleep, his eyes snapping open in surprise. Kohaku looked at Inuyasha smiled at
him. " It's okay." He said, tickling Kohaku's bare armpits playfully. "He looks cute , exspecially when
he laughs" Inuyasha thought.. : " You should smile more often. This sad expression doesn't fit you."
He said, still tickling him.
Kohaku continues to smile and approaches face of Inu Yasha. And will susura “This smile, the first for
a long time, is for you. You did all to me to forget”. Kohaku gives a kiss to Inu Yasha, and passed its
hand in its hair.
Inuyasha deeIpened the kiss and started to explore Kohaku's mouth. He wrapped his arms around
Kohaku, holding his close while his hand went to Kohaku's hair and untied the his ponytail. Kohaku's
brown hair fell over his shoulders, making him look even more beautifu. Still kissing Kohaku, Inuyasha
started playing with the boys hair, running his fingers through the soft , brown mass.
Kohaku scoop up a green sheet and started to cherish the face of Inu Yasha. The sheet which
traversed with softness all the recesses of the face went down to the chests. Inu started to have
spasms to laugh. Kohaku stopped and continued on the feet. His/her companion started to tighten
his toes.
Inuyasha laughed loudly. Henever belieced that a blade of grass ( that's what you mean , right`) could
tickle like that. The light tickling made his toes wiggle uncontrollably.
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Kohaku abruptly stopped tickling Inu yasha and started to have a perverse glance. It was washed and
moved in direction of the old pit. It took the bucket out of wooden, and cut the cord. It turned over
towards his companion with a given glance. It seizes Inu Yasha and attaches its chest to the tree.
Inuyasha was too surprise to struggle . When Kohaku was done tying him , Inuyasha tested the ropes,
they held on tight. Inuyasha told himself to be more careful next time. Kohaku may look innocent,
but he he certainly wasn't a normal child. " What are you doing?" Inuyasha asked, annoyed and
nervous at the same time.
Kohaku did not pronounce any word. It seized the foot of Inu Yasha to lick it with a glance fixing that
of her friend. Then, kohaku tightened its foot on the low belly of Inu yasha, and went down gently, to
finish on the zone of the pleasures.
despite of the suprise of Inu, it felt the pleasure of going up. With his foot, He madeto-and-from
movement.
Inuyasha closed his eyes and moaned in pleasure. "Kohaku..." . Inuyasha closed his eyes enjoying the
wonderful sensations from his feet and genital, the foot licking adding to his pleasure.
peter_hahling@arcor.de (E-Mail-Adresse nicht bestätigt) sagt:
damn now the download takes more than 16 hours
Whereas Kokaku took pleasure to smell and to lick this foot. It started to put its hand in its trousers
and to seize its member already quite large. It left it and started to shake very extremely, the seminal
liquid to start to spout out. It spread its saliva on the two feet
Kohaku left its sex and started to jerk off, under the eyes of her executioner. He accelerated her
movement with its foot and felt the sex of Inu Yasha inflated. It passed his tongue frantically enter its
toes
Inuyasha could smell the others arousal, which turned him on even more. Inuyasha imagined tieing
Kohaku down and tickling his soft feet while pleasuring the teen at the same time.
We stopped here. It's my turn now
okay ^^ thank you
No problem
Inuyasha moved his hips upwards, pressing his erection against Kohaku's foot. Watched Kohaku jerk
off was the most erotic sight Inuyasha had ever seen. Inuyasha moaned in pleasure, soon joined by
the slight moans of Kohaku.
Inuyasha closed his eyes and thrust his hips forward to increase the feeling Kohaku's feet gave him.
The hanyou continued to lick the boys feet. He nibbled Kohaku's arches, tickling him with his teeth.
Feeling the pressure caused by the pseudo demon and the pleasure of making nibble the foot,
Kohaku seized the top of the trousers of Inu Yashu to the assistance its toes and gently began all to
descend it in order to reveal at the great day this form which was then dissimulated.
Inuyasha blushed when Kohaku pulled down his pants. But he liked the pleasure Kohaku's foot
brought to him and licking his soft soles added to his arousal. His rough tounge went for Kohaku's
toes, wrapping itself around the toes.
Kohaku made emerge the animal, under this revelation it started to draw aside two toes in order to
wedge it, then made a movement to the bottom, then downwards, while accelerating. It knows with
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its hands the feet of Inu Yasha, where it posed its nose under its toes bestial where the odor was
strong and insupportable. And with its language, it licked the sole.
Inuyasha giggled and moaned at the same time. Kohaku's tounge tickled but it also felt nice against
his sole. Wrapping his mouth aroung Kohaku's toes Inuyasha started sucking on them, enjoying the
taste. He was getting hornier by the minute and his member was soon at it's largest size.
Kohaku felt the erection of her playmate. It felt an intense pleasure, a pleasure so strong that only
one tear ran. “Oh, Iny Yasha, still contract you” groans Kohaku. Inu Yasha contracted several times.
Kohaku ends up leaving her sex and jerk off vigorously.
Inuyasha closed his eyes and rested his head against the tree, enjoying the intense pleasure running
through his body. When the pleasure died down Inuyasha opened his eyes and watched Kohaku jck
off. " If you untie me I can help you. Inu smiled lecherously.
“I will untie your bonds after this” says Kohaku with his greater smile. Kohaku posed its hand on the
chest of Inu Yasha and placarded it against the tree. It dropped and curled up the legs. It placed its
sex between the two feet of Inu Yasha and it started to pose its lips on its sex.
Kohaku's lips felt hot on his genitals" He sure has some imagination." Inuyasha thought., smirking.
Inuyasha started stroking Kohaku's erection with his feet, pressing his soles against his penis from
both sides anf moving them up and down.
It could foresee the animal forms in spite of the tumult. It heard its breathing changed when it
stroked this part tidily. Then it did not obstruct to support a little more extremely.
Kohaku sucked with softness the delicious sex of Inu Yasha. Its rough tongue gave blows on all the
member
Inuyasha gasped and shuddered in pleasure when Kohaku started sucking on his penis. Inuyasha's
feet started caressing Kohaku's sex as well. The hanyou's tounge darted in and out of Kohaku's toes,
licking the skin between them rapidly. Inuyasha was totally lost un the moment and his eyes were
clouded by pleasure.
Kohaku played with its language and to titillate the penis of the hanyou. To absorb it on several
occasions. It ends up lengthening and wedging its own sex between the two feet with the hooked
nails and started to make mouvenments of coming and going. But it did not release the pointed sex
of the pseudo demon and continued to lick it.
OH YES. This feels so good." Inuyasha moaned. He caught Kohaku's penis between his feet and
moved them up and down, pumping Kohaku's member. His own sex was throbbing and small drops
of pre-cum escaped him, which Kohaku licked up happily.

Inuyasha moaned louder, liking the feelings Kohaku created in him. Inuyasha moved his feet faster,
making Kohaku moan inpleasure.
“yeeeeeaaaaaaaaaaah”, groans Kohaku. It licked the end of the sex of Inu Yasha, then its tongue
scraped top beats some, and finishes by gulp down. When Inu Yasha pressed with its soles, it gave
several blows of kidney..
The seminal liquid ran with flood of the two friends. And Kohaku swallowed with pleasure.
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" Kohaku..." Inuyasha groaned, feeling close to orgasm. Kohaku's sucking and licking was sending jolts
of pleasure along the half dmon's spine. Inuyasha now caressed the tip of Kohaku's cock with his toes,
making the other shudder . His tounge happily lapped away at Kohaku’s feet.
Kohaku could not be retained any more, because of the feet of Inu Yasha. “yeah yeaaaaah stooooop”,
shouted Kohaku. It me to enjoy itself there répendant its sperm on the feet hooked her friend. But it
did not cease its blows of kidney which had become very extremely. The fellatio which it offered to
the demon was increasingly fast.
"I'm coming."Inuyasha grunted, shooting his semen into Kohaku's mouth, while Kohaku's own semen
covered his feet.
One could read an intense pleasure in the eyes of kahaku which licked the lips.
Inuyasha was panting heavily, his golden eyes clouded over by pleasure.
The two companions sweated after this plays between friends. Kohaku was posed against inu yasha,
its head against its chest.
Inuyasha smelled Kohaku's hair. He licked the smell and buried his face in Kohaku's soft hair.
At this point in time Kohaku tired by their play, started to close the eyes and to fall asleep with the
noise of the sheets caused by the wind.
" Just great. Who is going to untie me no?" Inuyasha mumbled quietly in annoyance. But he couldn't
be angry at Kohaku and soon a smile appeared on his face as he watched Kohaku sleep.
end of part 1
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